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Abstract

Wireless communications between two devices can be protected by secret keys. However, existing key generation
schemes suffer from the high bit disagreement rate and low bit generation rate. In this paper, we propose an efficient
physical layer key generation scheme by exploring the Received Signal Strength (RSS) of signals. In order to reduce
the high mismatch rate of the measurements and to increase the key generation rate, a pair of transmitter and
receiver separately apply adaptive quantization algorithm for quantifying the measurements. Then, we implement a
randomness extractor to further increase key generation rate and ensure randomness of generated of keys. Several
real-world experiments are implemented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. The results show that
compared with the other related schemes, our scheme performs better in bit generation rate, bit disagreement rate,
and randomness.
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1 Introduction
In order to guarantee the confidentiality, integrity, and
authenticity of communication, secret keys should be
established to protect the wireless network. Currently, the
public key cryptography has been well investigated in [1].
The crux of the implementation of public key cryptog-
raphy is the key generation and exchange mechanism,
which usually relies on the difficulty of certain math-
ematical problems, such as inverse operations, integer
factorization, and discrete logarithm. However, conven-
tional mechanisms may not be suitable for certain sce-
narios (e.g., sensor networks, cognitive radio networks,
and vehicular networks) because low-energy devices can-
not afford the high resource overheads. As an alternative
method, the physical layer characteristics [2, 3]-based key
generation has been designed. Different from traditional
public key cryptography, the physical layer key gener-
ation schemes do not require expensive computation.
It is possible to achieve information-theoretic security
because the confidentiality of the generated key does not
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depend on the hardness of the computational problem but
relies on the physical characteristics of the wireless fad-
ing channels [4]. More importantly, the physical layer key
generation technique can dynamically establish a shared
key between a pair of transceivers through exploring the
channel reciprocity and variations. Depending on the
channel reciprocity, transceivers can measure the statisti-
cal related channel state and extract the key. In contrast,
time-varying reflects the changes in the channel state
and affects the efficiency of key generation. The physi-
cal layer informationmeasurement of the wireless channel
can be collected using the channel state information (CSI)
[5–9], received signal strength (RSS) [10–15], or phase
[16–18]. Compared with the CSI and phase, the RSS-
based key generation mechanism can be directly applied
to the off-the-shelf wireless devices without any hard-
ware modification. Therefore, in the physical layer key
generation schemes, the RSS is the most widely used
measurements to generate shared keys.
Although there have been many research works for key

extraction based on RSS [10–15], unfortunately, existing
methods may also suffer from low bit generation rate
(BGR) and high bit disagreement rate (BDR). Note that
the bit generation rate refers to the number of bits that
can be generated each RSS sample. The bit disagreement
rate is the proportion of the number of inconsistent bits
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in the entire key length. This metric is the raw rate of
quantization and encoding. Typically, it does not consider
the leaked information during information reconciliation.
All in all, the RSS-based key generation schemes usually
fail to achieve high BGR with low BDR, which will cause
excessive delay in key establishment.
To alleviate these problems, we propose a key gener-

ation scheme based on RSS, which can be utilized to
efficiently generate shared keys between transceivers even
if there are inconsistencies in their measurements. Specif-
ically, our scheme composes of five components: channel
probing, preprocessing, quantization & encoding, infor-
mation reconciliation and randomness extractor and pri-
vacy amplification. In our scheme, the transceivers collect
the RSS measurements during the channel probing and
preprocess the measurements using the wavelet shrinkage
based on rigrsure. A new quantization algorithm is devel-
oped to divide the quantization guard-band by different
conditions for each interval, and it adjusts the correction
of the measurements in the guard-band. Additionally, the
information reconciliation is implemented in order to cor-
rect bit errors, and the randomness extractor is used to
ensure the randomness of the generated key.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

• We propose a modified channel quantization with
single guard-band (MCQSG) algorithm, which
divides the quantization guard-band by different
conditions for each interval. We choose to correct
the values in the corresponding guard-band instead
of directly discarding the measurements. In this way,
we can resolve the contradiction between BGR and
BDR on the quantization method. This allows our
scheme to be used to generate shared keys between
transceivers even in the complex environment where
measurements are asymmetrical on the transmitter
and receiver sides.

• A randomness extractor is proposed to ensure the
randomness while improving bit generation rate. In
detail, the randomness of keys is guaranteed by
preventing the occurrence of multiple consecutive
zeros or ones. Furthermore, the bit generation rate
can be improved due to the increase in code length
when running the randomness extractor. This scheme
improves the bit generation rate under the premise of
ensuring randomness, which greatly increases the
speed of establishing keys between transceivers.

• We verify and evaluate the proposed scheme by
collecting data from experiments and comparing our
scheme with some existing schemes. The results of
experiments demonstrate that the proposed schemes
can be used to generate keys in the presence of too
many differences measurements caused by complex,

noisy environments. The results also show that the
proposed scheme outperforms in terms of the bit
generation rate and bit disagreement rate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related
works are reviewed in section 2. Section 3 briefly intro-
duces the key generation model. Section 4 presents the
proposed scheme. Section 5 analyzes the performance of
the proposed scheme in terms of following three metrics:
bit generation rate, bit disagreement rate, and random-
ness. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related work
In recent years, many key extraction schemes have been
proposed by exploiting different channel state [10–13, 19–
24]. For instance, Mathur et al. [10] proposed a level-
crossings key extraction algorithm that preserves only
one bit from m consecutive 1s or 0s and discards other
repeated m − 1 bits. However, it achieved low bit dis-
agreement rate while sacrificing the bit generation rate.
To solve this problem, Zhu et al. in [11] applied canonical
correlation analysis to obtain the optimal weight coeffi-
cient of the sliding smoothing filter in order to improve
the correlation of the measurements of transceivers and
accelerate the bit generation rate. While Suman et al. pro-
posed an adaptive secret bit generation (ASBG) scheme
in [12], which was an improved version of the scheme
[10]. Different from the Mathur quantizer, the measure-
ments in [12] were divided into multiple blocks, and
the quantizer extracted a bit from each measurement of
each block. However, it depended on the further steps
to eliminate the effects of correlated bits. Furthermore,
this paper also introduced an adaptive secret multi-bit
key generation scheme using the Gray code, which not
only greatly improved the bit generation rate but also
increased the bit disagreement rate. Li et al. [13] put for-
ward the RSS-based high-bit rate, consistent, and random
key extraction for VANETs scheme. Specifically, it used an
inconsistency removal method to remove the inconsistent
measurements between the two communication parties.
This scheme was able to achieve 0-bit disagreement, but
the bit generation rate becomes too low. They also pro-
posed an n-dimension quantization method to reuse each
RSS n times. As a result, it greatly compensated for the
problem of low bit generation rate due to inconsistency
removal.
In addition to the quantizer design, solving the bound-

ary problem is also crux to achieve low bit disagree-
ment rate in quantization-based scheme. In fact, chan-
nel measurements at transceivers usually lie close to
the quantization boundaries, causing the two measure-
ments to fall into the different quantization intervals.
Hong et al. [19] first proposed utilizing sample and quan-
tizer selection techniques to avoid this problem. And this
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problem can also be addressed by using channel quan-
tization with guard-band (CQG) scheme [20] and guard
band (GB) scheme [8], which set the quantized guard
band at the quantization threshold to discard the mea-
surements falling inside. They can effectively reduce the
bit disagreement rate. The larger the guard-band setting,
the lower the initial bit disagreement rate. However, the
size of the guard-band seriously affected the bit genera-
tion rate. Because the CQG and GB reduced the initial
bit disagreement rate by deleting measurements within
the guard-band. Wallace and Sharma [21] and Patwari et
al. [22] proposed channel quantization altering algorithm
and multi-bit adaptive quantization algorithm, respec-
tively. The core of the two algorithms was that the legal
transmitter sent quantization error information on the
common channel. Then, the receiver adaptively adjusted
its quantization threshold according to the received infor-
mation to reduce the BDR. In addition, a few research
works have been proposed in the presence of channel esti-
mation error and quantization error. For example, Zhang
et al. [23, 24] evaluated the influence of channel estima-
tion error caused by non-simultaneous measurement of
the transceivers in the real environment.
The above mainly described the key establishment pro-

cess between two nodes. In fact, these scenarios where
a single user needs to establish keys with multiple users
are quite common, e.g., roadside units (RSUs) with vehi-
cles [25]. Alhasanat et al. [26] proposed a novel physical
layer key distribution mechanism for IoT networks. Each
node could decode the broadcast signal of the central
signal through independent signal modulation type and
order. This ingenious design allowed each node to simul-
taneously obtain a key of the desired length. However,
when the network lacked a common channel, the cen-
tral node could not directly broadcast signals to other
nodes (e.g., cognitive radio networks involved channel
application, allocation, and access). This is the limitation
of the scheme. Our scheme is aimed at generating keys
between transceivers, which is applicable to all networks
environments.

3 Key generationmodel
This section briefly introduces the adversary model, the
system model, the key generation process, and wavelet
shrinkage based on rigrsure.

3.1 Adversary model
We consider a 3-node eavesdropping model. Alice and
Bob are legitimate transceivers. Eve acts as a passive
attacker who wants to eavesdrop confidential information
between Alice and Bob. This model is shown in Fig. 1.
Additionally, we assume that the key generation protocol
is public and it can be accessed by the eavesdropper Eve.
In order to implement key generation, the transmitter and

Fig. 1 Adversary model

receiver need to exchange information over the wireless
channels. The purpose of the passive adversary Eve is to
obtain the key generated between legitimate transceivers
by making use of the eavesdropped information. We
assume that the distances between the passive adversary
and the transceivers are at least half the wavelength (i.e.,
λ/2). According to [10], when the eavesdropper is far
away from the legal devices, the channel gain between
the eavesdropper and the legitimate transceivers are inde-
pendent. Therefore, the eavesdropper cannot obtain any
useful channel gain between transceivers by making use of
his own channel observations.

3.2 Systemmodel
The wireless channel has the characteristics of reci-
procity and time-varying, which ensures that the legiti-
mate transceivers can exploit the wireless channel char-
acteristics to extract the shared key. To facilitate under-
standing, we provide symbol definitions in Table 1. Due
to hardware limitations, most of the existing communica-
tion systems are half-duplex, namely, transceivers cannot
receive and transmit signals at the same time. We assume
that a key needs to be established between two users, Alice
and Bob. Therefore, the measurements between Alice and
Bob can be represented as:

ra(t1) = s(t1)h(t1) + na(t1) (1)

Table 1 A summary of the symbol definition

Symbol Meaning

r(t) Received signal of s(t)

s(t) Probing signal

z(t) The effect of n(t) on h(t)

τ Coherence time

n(t) Noise at time t
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rb(t2) = s(t2)h(t2) + nb(t2) (2)

where r(t) signifies the signal received by the receiver;
s(t) denotes probing signal; na (t1 ), nb(t2) represent noise
components in Alice and Bob’ s received signals, respec-
tively; and t1, t2 are the time when Alice and Bob receive
signals. Due to the influence of noise, h(t) cannot be
directly measured, and it can only be estimated as:

̂ha(t1) = h(t1) + za(t1) (3)

̂hb(t2) = h(t2) + zb(t2) (4)

where za(t), zb(t) represent the effect of na(t) and nb(t) on
h(t), respectively. According to (3) and (4), Alice and Bob
can derive their channel measurementŝha(t1) and̂hb(t2),
respectively. Actually, half-duplex communication results
in t1 �= t2, while the noise around Alice and Bob is dif-
ferent, so ̂ha(t1) and ̂hb(t2) are in all likelihood unequal.
But if the difference between t1 and t2 is less than the
coherence time, the correlation between̂ha(t1) and̂hb(t2)
is very high. That iŝha(t1) ≈ ̂hb(t2), if |t1 − t2| < τ .
In order to ensure that the channel characteristics cor-

relation measured by Alice and Bob is strong enough, it is
needed to ensure that the time interval is small (smaller
than the coherence time). Therefore, Bob should respond
quickly after receiving quickly the probing signal. By
repeatedly exchanging transmit probe signals over time-
varying channel, Alice and Bob can derive a sequence
of n channel estimates ̂ha = (̂ha[ 1] ,̂ha[ 2] , · · · ,̂ha[ n])
and ̂hb = (̂hb[ 1] ,̂hb[ 2] , · · · ,̂hb[ n]), respectively [10].
Theoretically, these sequences are highly correlated. Dur-
ing channel probing between Alice and Bob, the passive
adversary Eve can overhear the probe signals. However,
according to [10], if Eve is more than λ/2 away from Alice
and Bob, she can have a low probability to derive corre-
lated channel estimates between Alice and Bob. There-
fore, Eve cannot exploit the eavesdropped signals to derive
useful estimations shared between Alice and Bob, even if
she knows the value of the probe signal s(t).

3.3 Key generation process
Our key generation process is composed of five phases,
including channel probing, pre-processing, quantiza-
tion and encoding, information reconciliation, and ran-
domness extractor and privacy amplification. Figure 2
overviews the five phases of our scheme. Specifically,
channel probing is used to collect channel measurements
between legitimate transceivers. The channel measure-
ments can be received signal strength, channel state infor-
mation, or phase, etc. In this paper, we design the key
generation mechanism based on RSS. Information recon-
ciliation [27] is used to correct the bits of inconsistent
quantization results. Privacy amplification [14] is used to
alleviate the leaked information or to strengthen the key.

Note that our work focuses on the three steps listed in
the solid line boxes of Fig. 2.

• Pre-processing. In channel probing phase, Alice and
Bob continuously collect RSS measurements by
repeatedly sending probe signals. Then, we
preprocess these measurements using wavelet
shrinkage based on rigrsure in section 4.1.

• Quantization and encoding. We propose a modified
channel quantization with single guard-band
(MCQSG) algorithm. Then, the quantized
measurements are encoded exploiting Gray code. We
will explain the specific design in section 4.2.

• Randomness extractor. A randomness extractor is
proposed, which cannot only guarantee randomness
but also improve bit generation rate. We present the
extractor in section 4.4.

3.4 Wavelet shrinkage based on rigrsure
Donoho and Johnstone [28] designed a function of
unknown smoothness from noisy sampled data. So we
can exploit the wavelet shrinkage to process the signal.
In this process, the original signal is decomposed into
various scales by wavelet decomposition. Then, wavelet
coefficients belonging to noise in each scale are removed
to retain and enhance the wavelet coefficients belong-
ing to the signal. Finally, process wavelet coefficients are
reconstructed to the denoised signal by wavelet inverse
transformation. The basic flow is illustrated in Fig. 3.
We use rigrsure to calculate the threshold. Rigrsure is an
adaptive threshold selection using the principle of Stein’s
unbiased risk estimate.
In the above process, wavelet basis, decomposition

scales and threshold selection rules are the key factors
affecting the final denoising effect.

1. Wavelet selection. Different wavelet basis has their
own characteristics in signal processing. None of
them can achieve the optimal denoising effect for all
kinds of signals. So we have to choose a wavelet basis
that is most suitable for processing our signal.

2. Selection of decomposition scales. In wavelet
decomposition, the choice of decomposition scale j is
also a very important step. The larger the j is, the
more distinct the different characteristics of noise
and signal performance are, which is more conducive
to separate them. On the other hand, the
reconstructed signal distortion will be larger, which
will affect the final denoising effect to a certain extent.
Therefore, in the application, we must pay special
attention to the contradiction between these two
aspects and choose a suitable decomposition scale.

3. The threshold selection rule, which is based on the
model s(t) = f (t) + e, where e is the white Gaussian
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Fig. 2 Key generation process

noise and f (t) is an instrumental signal. Therefore,
the threshold value of noise in the wavelet domain
can be eliminated by evaluating the wavelet
coefficient or the original signal. The threshold
selection rule we adopt is rigrusre. The specific steps
of this method are as follows:
Step 1. Take the absolute value of each element in the
original signal s(t), sort it from small to large, and
then square each element to get the new signal
sequence.

ω(k) = (sort(|s|))2, (k = 0, 1, · · · ,NR − 1) (5)

where NR is the length of signal.
Step 2 : If the threshold is the square root of the kth
element of ω(k), i.e.,

λk = √

f (k), (k = 0, 1, · · · ,NR − 1) (6)

The risk generated by this threshold is

Risk(k) =[NR−2k+
k

∑

i=1
ω(i)+(NR−k)ω(k)] /NR (7)

Step 3 : According to the obtained risk curve Risk(k),
the value corresponding to its minimum risk point is
denoted as kmin, and then the rigrsure threshold is
defined as λk = σn

√
ω(kmin), where σn is the

standard deviation of the noisy signal.

4 Efficient key generation process
In this section, we present an efficient key generation
process. It is composed of five phases, including chan-
nel probing, pre-processing, quantization and encoding,
information reconciliation and randomness extractor pri-
vacy amplification.

4.1 The process of pre-processing
In order to reduce the difference, Alice and Bob perform
the same pre-processing on their measurements, respec-
tively. In this work, we use the wavelet shrinkage based on
rigrsure [28] to preprocess the sequences.
Following the steps in section 3.4, small-scale fluctua-

tions are reduced based on wavelet shrinkage, which is
mainly caused by the divergences between Alice and Bob’s
measurements. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the Spear-
man correlation coefficient of original measurements is
0.698. The resulting bit disagreement rate might be very
high if the original measurements are directly quanti-
fied. Therefore, we utilize different wavelets to process
the measurements and observe the processing effect. For
the results illustrated in Fig. 4, the Spearman correlation
coefficient of the two groups of measurements processed
by symlet wavelet (symN) is 0.862, which is the high-
est of all wavelets processing. This is due to the reason
that symN is an approximate symmetric wavelet, which is
an improvement of daubechies wavelet (dbN). Compared
with dbN, the symN wavelet is consistent with dbN in

Fig. 3Wavelet shrinkage flowchart
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Fig. 4 Spearman correlation coefficient

terms of continuity, branch set length, and filter length.
However, symN has better symmetry, which can reduce
phase distortion during signal analysis and reconstruc-
tion to some extent. And Haar wavelet is the simplest
and oldest orthonormal with compact support. In fact,
Haar wavelet is the same as db1 wavelet. Note that N is
the order of the vanishing of the wavelet function [29].
Therefore, we use symN wavelet to preprocess our orig-
inal measurements. As depicted in Fig. 5, the curve of
preprocessed measurements is smoother than the original
measurements.

4.2 Quantization and encoding—an adaptively MCQSG
algorithm

In this phase, to improve the bit generation rate and
reduce the bit disagreement rate, we propose a modified
channel quantization with single guard-band (MCQSG)
algorithm. TheMCQSG algorithm adaptively corrects the
measurements in the guard-band by using the interactive
correction information. In addition, our scheme is based
on a single guard-band, that is, the guard-band of different
intervals has different sizes, which do not cause repeated
calculations at the boundary multiple times.
After preprocessing, Alice and Bob obtain their respec-

tive sequences. The resultant sequences are used to exe-
cute the following MCQSG algorithm.
Step 1: Divide the interval
(1) Intermediate interval. The input sequences of Alice

and Bob are ̂ha = (̂ha[ 1] ,̂ha[ 2] , · · · ,̂ha[ n]) and ̂hb =
(̂hb[ 1] ,̂hb[ 2] , · · · ,̂hb[ n]) respectively. Then, Alice and
Bob perform the same operation. Let us take Alice as an
example. Alice calculates the standard deviation std and
mean value mean of the input sequences. Then Alice can
get the upper and lower boundaries of the middle interval
by computing:

thN+1 = mean − α × std (8)

thN+2 = mean + α × std (9)
where N is the number of intervals on both sides; α

symbolizes the quantization coefficient; thN+1 and thN+2
denote the lower and upper boundaries of the intermedi-
ate interval, respectively.
(2) Divide the intervals on both sides. Find the maxi-

mum value ̂hmax
a and minimum value ̂hmin

a of the input
sequencêha. According to formula (10), (11), and (12), the
sequence is divided into 2N + 1 intervals:

thi+1 = ̂hmin
a +i× (thN+1−̂hmin

a )

N
, (1 � i � N−1) (10)

thN+2+i= thN+2+i × (̂hmax
a −thN+2)

N
, (1 � i � N − 1)

(11)

binj =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

[̂hmin
a , thj+1] , j = 1

[ thj, thj+1] , j = 2, · · · , 2N
[ thj+1,̂hmax

a ] , j = 2N
(12)

where th and bin denote the threshold and bin, respec-
tively. When N = 2, the number of intervals is 5. Specif-
ically, as shown in Fig. 6a, the bule line represents the
boundary of the interval. and the red square represents the
measured value. It shows that different measurements fall
in different intervals. But many measurements fall near
the boundaries of the intervals. The small shifts of RSS
values around the blue line may cause Alice and Bob to
divide the two corresponding RSS into different intervals.
Therefore, we use Step 2 to divide the guard-band for each
interval.
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Fig. 5 The original and preprocessed measurements

Fig. 6 Basic principles of step 1 and 2
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Step 2: Calculate the guard-band of each interval.
Alice counts the distribution of the input sequences in
each interval, and then calculates the mean mean =
(mean[ 1] ,mean[ 2] , · · · , mean[ 2N + 1] ) and standard
deviation std = (std[ 1] , std[ 2] , · · · , std[ 2N + 1] ) of all
the data in the corresponding interval, where mean[ i]
and std[ i] denote the mean and standard deviation of ith
interval, respectively. Similarly, we assume that N = 2,
then the guard-band of each interval is shown in Fig. 6b.
Specifically, the dashed box in the figure represents the
guard-band. The measurements falling within the dashed
box need to be processed according to Step 3. There are
two guard-bands in each interval, [ thi, thi+σ×std[ i] ] and
[ thi+1 − σ × std[ i] , thi+1] respectively. Where thi, thi+1
denote the boundary of the ith interval, std[i] represents
the standard deviation of the ith interval, and σ denotes
the corrective coefficient.
Step 3: Correction information.
(1) Alice traverses all elements of its input sequences

̂ha = (̂ha[ 1] ,̂ha[ 2] , · · · ,̂ha[ n]), and if ̂ha[ j]∈[ thi, thi +
σ ×std[ i] ] or̂ha[ j]∈[ thi+1−σ ×std[ i] , thi+1], 1 � j � n,
record the position j of ̂ha[ j] in ̂ha, and the difference
�h = ̂ha[ j]−mean[ i] between̂ha[ j] and the mean value
mean[ i] of current interval, then add j to the set posA,
and �h to the set LA. Otherwise it will not be processed.
As shown in Fig. 7. Finally, Alice sends LA and posA to
Bob. The specific operation of step 3.1 is shown in the
Algorithm 1.
(2) After receiving the correction information sent

by Alice, Bob corrects the measurements of the
position in its corresponding set LA, ̂hb[ posA(i)]=
̂hb[ posA(i)]−LA[ i] , i = 1, 2, · · · , length(LA). It is as
shown in Algorithm 2. In this way, Bob can get the new
sequence ̂hb. The new resultant sequence ̂hb is used to
perform the same operation as Alice. This is similar to
Algorithm 1.
(3) After receiving the correction information sent by

Bob, Alice performs the same correction operation as Bob
in Algorithm 2.
Step 4: Encoding. After the correction information is

quantized, Alice and Bob employ the same encoder to
convert their original sequences into bit sequences. Gray
code is any two adjacent codes with only a single binary
digit difference. According to [30], if Gray code is used
instead of other conventional binary codes to generate
bit sequences, the bit disagreement rate can be reduced.
Therefore, we apply Gray code for encoding in this paper.
Finally, we can get the initial keys keyA and keyB.

4.3 Information reconciliation
Due to the characteristics of half-duplex communication
mode adopted by wireless devices, Alice and Bob can-
not measure the channel at the same time. In addition,
noise factors lead to inconsistent quantization results after

quantization and encoding. This requires the informa-
tion reconciliation phase to correct the mismatched bits
between the parties and generate the shared key. In this
work, we employ Cascade protocol, a classical algorithm
proposed in [27], which divides the bitstring into blocks of
fixed length and checks the parities of each block pair. We
continue to search until the error bits are found and cor-
rected. According to the Cascade protocol, we can correct
the error bits in the case of small amount of information
leakage.

Algorithm 1: Find the measurements to be corrected
Input:̂ha, Alice’s standard deviation of each interval,

mean of each interval, boundary threshold, the
maximum value and the minimum value: std,
mean, th,̂hmax

a ,̂hmin
a

Output: LA, posA
1 th[ 1]← ̂hmin

a ;
2 th[ 2N + 2]← ̂hmax

a ;
3 m=1;
4 for i=1 to length(̂ha ) do
5 for j=1 to 2N+1 do
6 if̂ha [i] ∈ binj then
7 if (th

[

j
]

�̂ha [i] �
th

[

j
]+σ×std

[

j
]

)||((th [

j+1
]−σ×std

[

j
]

) �
̂ha [i] � th

[

j + 1
]

) then
8 LA[m]← ̂ha[ i]−mean[ j];
9 posA[m]← i ;//Record the index of the

data falling into the guard-band in the
̂ha;

10 m ← m + 1;
11 end
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 Alice sends LA and posA to Bob on common channel.;

Algorithm 2: Correct the measurements
Input: LA, posA
Output:̂hb

1 m ← 1;
2 for i=1 to length(̂hb ) do
3 if posA[m]== i then
4 ̂hb[ i]← ̂hb[ i]−LA[m];
5 m ← m + 1;
6 end
7 end
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Fig. 7 Correct information

4.4 Randomness extractor and privacy amplification
After information reconciliation, Alice and Bob get the
same initial key, but some of the bits might be exposed
to the attacker. And when the channel changes slowly
or even in a static environment, a large number of
consecutive measurements will fall in the same inter-
val. This situation will result in consecutive identical
bit strings after quantization, which renders the initial
key not perfect random, and the key cannot pass NIST
test [31]. So it cannot be directly used as the shared
key. In this work, we design a randomness extractor to
ensure the randomness of the key and improve the bit
generation rate. Our randomness extractor is designed
based on a binary tree structure and generates the final
key in the following three steps. The process is shown
in Fig. 8.
Step 1: Record encoding type
The number of extracted bits (G′ = �log2(2N + 1)	)

is determined according to the number of intervals. Then
for the key, we record everyG′ bits. As shown in the Fig. 9,
assuming G′ = 3, every three bits are recorded once, and
the number of each encoding type is counted. The last two
bits are discarded. This is because they cannot form the
required number of bits for the encoding type.
Step 2: Initial variable length coding

After counting the number of each encoding type, we
sorted by the number from large to small. Note that if
the number of an encoding types is 0, we should delete it.
We use T ′ to indicate the number of encoding types. We
assume that when G′ = 3, the number of encoding types
S000 is 0, and other encoding types are sorted by number
as S111 > S110 > S010 > S011 > S101 > S100 > S001. In
this case T ′ = 7. Then, we will rank the first two encod-
ing types as two leaf nodes, and then superimpose them
from big to small according to one layer as the left node
and the other layer as the right node. The code binary tree
is exhibited in Fig. 10.
Step 3: From Fig. 10, we can get the initial variable length

coding results as shown in Table 2. At this point, the
situation is divided into two types.

Case 1 When the value of T ′ is odd, we enter the
sequences into the odd-encoding type extractor. That is,
add a digit ‘0’ to the highest bit of each initial variable
length coding except for two leaf nodes. Then, we judge the
two leaf nodes, and the number of E and D encoded in
the sequence is denoted as nume and numd respectively. If
nume−numd � numd, we will add a digit ‘0’ to the highest
bit of D-initial variable length code. Otherwise, the node of
E remains unchanged. We assume nume − numd < numd

Fig. 8 Randomness extractor
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Fig. 9 Encoding type classification

. As shown in Table 3, it is the final coding mode obtained
by inputting the result of Table 2 to even-encoding type
extractor. Finally, the initial key is converted to the final
key.

Case 2 In contrast to Case 1, if the value of T ′ is even, we
put it into the even-encoding type extractor, which adds a
two-digit encoding ‘10’ before the highest bit of any variable
length code other than two leaf nodes. This can prevent

Fig. 10 Code binary tree

the occurrence of consecutive multiple 0s or 1s. Finally, the
initial key is converted to the final key.

Now, the BGR has been improved due to the increase
of encoding length and the transceivers have perfect ran-
dom bits. However, during the exchange of information
between Alice and Bob, the exchanged bits are exposed to
the attacker. In this scheme, Alice and Bob use the same
2-universal hash functions to process the key, respec-
tively. We exploit the method in [14]. Randomly select a
hash function from 2-universal hash family containing all
functions h : {1, · · · ,M}− > {0, 1}m.

ha,b (x) = ((ax + b) mod pM) mod m (13)

where a ∈ {

1, · · · , pM−1
}

, b ∈ {

1, · · · , pM−1
}

; pM repre-
sents a prime number larger thanM. In addition, we divide
the bit sequence into the blocks of size 256 bits, thenM =
2256. The value of m depends on the factors such as the
entropy of the input bit sequence and the leaked informa-
tion during information reconciliation. This is a complete
description of the physical layer key generation scheme.

Table 2 Initial variable length coding

Encoding type Result

S111 101010

S110 101011

S010 10100

S011 1011

S101 100

S100 11

S001 0
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Table 3 Final coding mode

Encoding type Result

S111 101010

S110 101011

S010 010100

S011 01011

S101 0100

S100 011

S001 00

5 Performance evaluation
5.1 Experimental
To verify the effectiveness of our scheme, we conduct
experiments in an indoor environment. The devices are
equipped with the rt2870 chip, the two communication
parties Alice and Bob both use the Ralink driver and
run on the Ubuntu system. All experiments use 802.11g,
which operates at 2.4GHz frequency. In this work, we
conduct several experiments on mobile scenes in the lab-
oratory. In each experiment, the experimenter carries a
laptop with rt2870 chip either stationary or moving in a
straight line. ICMP ping is used to collect packets, and the
Radiotap header of each received packet can be used to
extract the RSS. Bob measures and records the RSS mea-
surements when he receives the packet from Alice. Then,
he immediately replies Alice with a packet, who performs
the same operation. As shown in Fig. 11, Alice is placed in
the working position of the laboratory while Bob starts to
move at a constant speed. Finally, as shown in the Fig. 12,
we collected 3500 pieces of measurements to analyze the
performance of our scheme. To evaluate our scheme, we
use the following three metrics: (1) bit generation rate, (2)
bit disagreement rate, and (3) randomness.

5.2 Bit disagreement rate
In our framework, we employ two methods to reduce the
inconsistency of the keys. Firstly, we apply the wavelet
shrinkage based on rigrsure to preprocess the measure-
ments of both communication parties to improve the
correlation between the two sequences in order to reduce
the BDR. Secondly, the proposed MCQSG quantization
algorithm is used to correct the measurement in the
guard-band.

5.2.1 Influence of pre-processing on BDR
To analyze the performances of pre-processing, we com-
pare the BDR of the original and preprocessed measure-
ments during key generation, and the results are shown
in Fig. 13. Note that n stands for the number of intervals
divided and bit represents the number of bits quantized
per RSS. As can be seen from Fig. 13, the BDR of the
key generated by directly quantizing the original measure-
ments is high.

5.2.2 Analysis of MCQSG
The MCQSG quantization algorithm we proposed can
also reduce the BDR. Since Zhan and Yao [14] also used
Gray code encoding, we compare the BDRwith it in differ-
ent cases. As shown in Fig. 14, the BDR of our scheme is
far lower than that of theirs. Furthermore, the schemes we
choose to compare with is adaptive secret bit generation
(ASBG) scheme [12], ASBG_m [12], Abdelgader [15], and
the scheme of Zhan and Yao [14]. The results in Fig. 15
show that our scheme achieves low BDR. Although ASBG
has the lowest BDR, however, the BGR of ASBG is too low,
and it makes the scheme impractical to implement. As a
comparison, the BGR of our scheme is much higher than
that of ASBG.
The probability of inconsistent bits between Alice and

Bob is determined by two factors, namely the fluctuation

Fig. 11 Experimental environment
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Fig. 12 RSS traces of Alice and Bob

factor α and corrective coefficient σ . In the following, we
analyze their influence on BDR.
We assume that n = 5, bit = 3. First, the fluctuation

factor α has a significant influence on the bit disagree-
ment rate. The Fig. 16a shows that when 0 < α < 0.5,
the bit disagreement rate is positively correlated with the
value of α. However, the trend is slow. This indicates that
the value of α has little effect on BDR in this case. When
α > 0.5, the BDR tends to decrease rapidly. The RSS
measurements in the middle interval increases with the

increase of α, which means that more RSS measurements
are in the same interval, that is, the bit disagreement rate
decreases. However, at the same time, the randomness of
the key will be reduced because too many measurements
fall into the same interval. This is determined that the
value of α cannot be too large. We should find an optimal
α to balance the randomness and BDR. The optimal value
varies according to the number of partition intervals. Sec-
ond, as the coefficient of modified RSS measurement,
the corrective coefficient σ determines the number of

Fig. 13 BDR in different cases
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Fig. 14 Comparison of BDR of our and Zhan’s scheme

measurements that need to be modified. It is the main
factor affecting the bit disagreement rate. The result of
Fig. 16b shows that the bit disagreement rate decreases to
a certain value with the increase of σ , and then it increases
with the increase of σ . So we can find an optimal σ that
minimizes the bit disagreement rate. We can figure out
that the optimal case is σ = 0.9.

5.3 Bit generation rate
We define the metric that bit generation rate is the num-
ber of bit that each RSS can generate.We also compare our
scheme with the schemes [12, 14, 15]. Figure 15b shows
that the bit generation rate of our proposed scheme is
much higher than other schemes. In our scheme, the num-
ber of quantized intervals is the main factor influences the
bit generation rate. The more quantized intervals there
are, the higher the bit generation rate will be. However,
the probability of error also increases, which leads to

an increase in the rate of bit inconsistency. Combining
Fig. 15a and Fig. 15b, we can see that the scheme ASBG
has a 13.09% bit disagreement rate, but its bit generation
rate is only 0.146. Our scheme MCQSG’s bit disagree-
ment rate is 14.3%, while its bit generation rate reaches
about 4.3967. In other words, ASBG’s BDR is not much
lower than ours, but the bit generation rate of our scheme
is much higher. Thus, comparing with other schemes, in
terms of BDR and BGR, our scheme performs better.

5.4 Randomness
Randomness is a significant metric to evaluate the gener-
ated key, because it reflects the difficulty of the attacker
inferring the secret key. To ensure that the generated key is
random, we use the standard randomness test suite from
NIST [31] to evaluate the randomness of the key. NIST is
a popular tool for verifying the randomness of the secret
key. In this suite, there are 15 different statistical tests. In

Fig. 15 BGR and BDR comparison of various schemes
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Fig. 16 Impact of α and σ on the bit disagreement rate

this work, according to the bit size generated from our
experiments, we exploit 5 NIST tests to evaluate the secret
key. The test results for 4 different cases are showed in
Table 4. All cases pass the test with p value greater than
0.01, which is used as the evaluation threshold. Therefore,
these results prove that the keys generated in our scheme
can be used to secure the communications.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an efficient physical layer key
generation scheme to generate shared keys between com-
munication parties based on wireless channel reciprocity.
In order to reduce error bits between measurement
sequences of communication parties, we exploited the
wavelet shrinkage based on rigrsure to pre-process mea-
surements. Furthermore, a quantization scheme based
on single guard-band was also implemented to reduce
the bit disagreement rate. We also proposed a random-
ness extractor to further improve the bit generation rate
and ensure the randomness of the key. To validate the
proposed scheme, we implemented the wireless network
card devices as the transmitter and receiver to conduct
experiments. The results of experiments showed that our
scheme could be used by the devices to generate keys.
In addition, the comparisons demonstrated that the per-
formances of our scheme were better than that of other
related schemes; thus, our scheme could be wildly applied
in wireless networks, such as cognitive radio networks.

Table 4 NIST statistical test suite results (p value >0.01)

TEST N = 3 N = 5 N = 7 N = 9

Frequency 0.9261 0.8997 0.8446 0.4147

BlockFrequency 0.1867 0.7218 0.1619 0.3308

FFT 0.5164 0.3489 0.5421 0.4267

Runs 0.2367 0.3199 0.2202 0.3066

Approx. entropy 0.6794 0.4219 0.7169 0.3581
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